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VACANCIES IN PURE ICE STUDIED BY POSITRON 
ANNIHILATION TECHNIQUES 

By O. E. MOGENSEN and M. ELDRUP 

(Chemistry Department, Ris0 National Laboratory, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark) 

ABSTRACT. Positron a nnihilation techniques (PAT) are briefly discu ssed , a nd the information that may 
be obtained about the positronium (Ps) states is compared to that obtainable about the similar electron 
states. The behaviour of Ps in monocrysta ls of pure ligh t and heavy ice was studied a t temperatures between 
- 185°C and the melting point. Ps is very probably trapped in vacancies (i. e. missing water molecules) in 
ice. A vacancy formation energy o f roughly 0.2- 0.35 eV was derived in agreement with the value 0.28 ± 0.07 
eV obta ined previously from studies of the annealing of irradia ted ice. The vacancy concentration is at least 
a few parts per million at the m elt ing point, i. e. roughly 104 times higher than normally assumed in the litera 
ture. The fact that the vacan cy concentration is comparable to that of the hydrogen-bond defects will 
probably enforce a pronounced ch ange in the " hydrogen-bond-defec ts" theory of the electric properti es of ice. 

R EsuME. Etude des lacUlIes dans la glace pure par les techniques d 'annihilatioll de positon. L es techniques 
d 'annihila tion d e positon sont brevement discutees et l'information qu 'on peut obtenir sur les etats d e 
positonium (Ps) est comparee avec cela pour les etats eIectroniques semblables. Le comportement de Ps 
dans les m onocristaux de glace pure normale et lourde est etudie entre - 185°C et le point d e fusion. Le 
Ps est tres probablement piege d a ns les lacunes (c'est-a-dire les molecules d 'eau absentes de leur site) dans 
la glace. N ous obtenons une energie de formatio n d es lacunes comprise entre 0,2 et 0.35 eVen accord avec 
la valeur d e 0 ,28 ± 0,07 eV obtenu e a nterieurement par les etudes de recuit d e la glace irrad iee. La concentra
tion en lacu nes es t au moins de quelq ues p.p.m . au point de fusion c'est-a-dire sensiblem ent 104 foi s plus 
g rande que la valeur a nnoncee d a ns la litterature. L e fait que cette con centration en lacunes est comparable 
a celle d es defa uts sur les liaisons h ydrogene renforcera probablement le necessite de modifie r l'interpretation 
theorique des proprietes electriques reposant generalement sur la simple notion de defauts rota tionnels. 

ZUSAMME NFASSUNG. LeersteUm in reinem Eis, untersucht mit Hiife van Positronzerstrahillllgsteclmikell . Positron
zerstrahlungstechniken (PAT) werden erorter t, und die K enntnis, die man uberdie Positronium- (Ps) zustande 
gewinn t, wird mit der Liber die a hnlichen Elektronenzustande verglich en . Das Verhalten von Ps in Ein
krista llen von reinem, leichten und schweren Eis w u rde bci T emperaturen zwischen - 185°C und dem 
Schmelzpunkt untersucht. Ps ist sehr wahrscheinlich in Leerstellen (d.h. fehlenden WassermolekLilen ) im 
E.is ei ngefangen. Es wurde eine Leerstellenbildungsenergie von rund 0 ,2 bis 0,35 eV abgeleitet, in guter 
U bereinstimmung mit dem W ert 0,34 ± 0,07 eV, der frLiher aus der Untersuchung d es Ausheilens von 
strahlungsgeschadigtem Eis gewonnen worden war. Die Leerstellenkonzentration betragt a m Schmelzpunkt 
mindestens e inige je Million, d .h . ungefahr 104-ma l h oher a ls ubliche rweise in der Lite ratur a ngenommen. 
Die Tatsache, dass die Leerstelle nkonzen tra tion mit d erj en igen der W asserstoffbindungsfehler vergleichbar 
ist, wird wa hrscheinlich eine d eutli che Anderung in der Theorie der elektrischen E ige nsch aften von Eis 
bewirken, die a uf Fehlstell en in d en Wasserstoffbru cken beruh t. 

I NTRODU CTION 

The electron, the positron, a nd the positronium (Ps) atom are the only light particles that 
participate in the low-energy processes of physics and chemistry. Because of their sma ll 
m asses, quantum-mechan ical phenomena such as zero-point motion, tunnelling, delocaliza
tion, etc., are of great importance for the description of their b ehaviour. The positron is the 
a ntiparticle of the electron, h ence it has the same mass as the electron , but it is oppositely 
cha rged. The Ps atom is the h ydrogen-like, electron- positron bound state. 

An important method of stud ying defects in solids is to measure the properties of electrons 
bound to the defects. Well-known examples are the recording of the absorption spectra of 
F -centres in a lka li halides, a nd of electrons trapped in defects in amorphous and crystalline 
ice. Information on defects in metals and in ice can also be obtained through studies of their 
influence on the conductivity resulting from mobile electrons. Similarly, information on 
d efects in solids can be obtained by measuring the proper ties of positrons and Ps atoms that 
get trapped in the defects (West, 1973) ' 

A positron entering a solid or a liquid will normally be slowed down to thermal velocities 
within a very short time (typically < I ps) . After a period (the positron lifetime) it will 
a nnihilate with an electron a nd two y-quanta are normally emitted. T hese a nnihilation 
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photons carry information about the elec tron- positron state at the moment of annihilation . 
H ence, experimental studies of the photons may give u seful information about the various 
positron processes that precede the annihilation. Some of the positrons form Ps before the 
annihilation in various molecular liquids and solids a nd in some ionic crystals, but not in 
metals and semiconductors. In ice, roughly 74% of the positrons form Ps. 

At defect concentrations above roughly parts per million (p.p.m. ) , the positron or Ps atom 
may get trapped in the defects before the annihilation, whereby the properties of the annihila
tion photons change. The trapping of positrons in " hole" -type defects (vacancies, voids, etc. ) 
in metals has recently developed into an important new tool in m etal-defect studies . 
Apparently, information on small vacancy clusters (typically < 50- 500 vacancies) that cannot 
be resolved by electron microscopy, can only be obtained by the positro n-trapping method. 
Trapping of Ps in "hole" -type defects in solids has been used very little in defect studies. 
Apparently, ice is the only substance that has been investigated in detail as yet. In ice at 
- 1 QC roughly 65 % of the Ps atoms are trapped in defects (mainly vacancies, i.e. missing 
water molecules) before the annihilation. 

The purpose of the present paper is briefly to discuss the positron annihilation technique 
(PAT) in general a nd the results of our Ps trapping studies of vacancies, etc., in pure ice. 
The studies of vacancies in HF-doped , and irradiated ice are discussed in another paper at this 
conference (Eldrup and others, 1978) . The work described here has been or will be published 
in full de l ail in a series of papers on positron annihilation in ice and related structures 
(Petersen and others, 1970; Mogensen and others, 1971; Milosevic-Kvajic and others, 1972 ; 
Eldrup and others, 1972 ; Mogensen and Eldrup, 1973; Eldrup, 1976; Mogensen and Eldrup, 
1977[a] , Cb]; Eldrup and others, 1978; and a paper in preparation b y M. Eldrup, R. ] . 
Douglas, and L . Lupton) . 

Our ice results a re of general interest from several p oints of view. First, the particula r 
features of the annihilation process allow a direct determination of the Fourier transform of the 
Ps centre-of-mass wave function . Such d etailed informa tion is not availa ble for other pa rticles 
(e.g. the electrons in Bloch-function or tra pped sta tes) . Secondly, Ps is in a Bloch-function 
state in the defect-free ice; apparently, Ps is the only atom shown to be in a Bloch-function 
state. Thirdly, the cha nge in the wave function due to the introduction of vacancies in ice, 
i.e. the change from a m ainly delocalized to a mainly loca lized Ps state, has been studied . 
Fourthly, information on vacancies and polyvacancies in ice has been obtained; very little is 
known about vacancies a nd polyvacancies in any molecular crystal. H owever, we shall in this 
pa per emphasize the d efect aspects of our work. 

In the next section a general discussion of PAT and the trapping of Ps is given. The 
following section contains a short description of our results for pure ice a nd a discussion of the 
informa tion obtained on vacancies in ice. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF PAT 

The lifetimes of the posi tron and the Ps atom in liquids and solids a r e so short (0.1 - 5 ns) 
that at most only a few species are present in a sample. H ence, the methods used to investigate 
electrons in solids (e.g. light absorption, EPR, conductivity) cannot be applied in the positron 
case. The only way to get information on the behaviour of the positron or the Ps atom is to 
investigate the annihilation photons by use of the methods of gamma-ray spectroscopy. The 
principles of the two most important experimental techniques are illustrated in Figures 1 a nd 2 
(Goldanskii, 1968 ; W est, 1973). In a positron lifetime m easurement 22Na is normally used as 
positron source ( ~30 fLCi) . The detection of a I.28 M e V photon emitted by this isotope 
almost simultaneously with the positron tells us that a positron has entered the sample, while 
the annihilation of the positron is signalled by the detection of one of the annihilation photons 
(usually with 0.5 1 I M e V of energy) . The time interval between the two signals is the positron 
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Fig. I. A two-component positroll lifetime spectmlll and a diagram of the experimelltal set-up for positron lifetime meaSllrelllCllls. 

lifetime. A typical lifetime distribution , as shown in F igure I , norm a lly consists of a sum of 
several exponentia lly decaying components with mean lifet imes Ti (normally just called 
life times) a nd relative intensities h Typica l measuring times a re 2 - 20 h. The pa rameters 
(Ti, l i) of the distributions are extr acted by computer analyses. 

The principle of an angular correlat ion measurement is shown in Figure 2 . T he angle 
between the two 0.5 I I MeV photons emitted in the 2y ann ihilation process is 180 ° if the 
e lectron- positron system is at rest . A deviat ion from 180° occurs if the two particl es have a 
net momentum at the annihil a tion. The angular correlation se t-up determines the number 
of 2y annihilations as a fun ction of the angle 8, the deviation from 180°. A typica l a ngular 
correlation curve for a meta l is shown in Figu re 2 . The para bolic component is due to 
annihi la tion with the valence electrons. The normall y-used long -sli t geometry of effective 
d etector a reas d etermines the distribution of one component kz o f the sum of the momenta 
of the two photons k = k ,+ k z (see below). 

In ice, roug hl y 74% of the positrons form Ps, of wh ich t a re para-Ps and i a re o rtho-Ps. 
In para-Ps, the pa r ticles have opposite spin directio ns. 1 t can ann ihila te in trinsicall y into two 
photons with a life time of o. I 3 ns. If para-Ps is localized on annihil a tion the pa ra -Ps a ngula r 
correlation contribution is determined by the momentum distribution in its zero-point motion 
(see below). This pa ra-Ps contribution is norma lly ca ll ed the na rrow com ponen t. Its full 
width a t ha lf maximum (fwhm ) is normally 2- 4 mrad . Delocalized para-Ps in a so lid, i.e. 
para -Ps in a Bloch-function state, g ives rise to severa l very na rrow peaks in the a ngular 
correlation curves, as discussed in m ore detail below (see Figs 3 and 4 ) . Ortho-Ps in vacuum 
annihilates into three photons with a lifetime of '40 ns. Two-photon annihilation is not 

NI91 Dete ctor 

P i -
0.511 MeV 

-6 o 6 61mrodl ANGULAR CORRELATION TECHNIQU E 

Fig. 2. A typical allgular correlatioll CIIrve for a metal alld a diagram of the experimental set-upfor angular correlalioll measure
ments. 
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possible if the positron and electron have the same spin directions as in ortho-Ps. However, 
the positron in ortho-Ps can annihila te into two photons with an electron with opposite spin 
during Ps-molecule collisions in condensed ma tter. This pick-off annihilation (lifetime 1- 5 ns) 
is the dominating d ecay mode for ortho-Ps in liquids a nd solids. The free positrons (i. e. the 
positrons not forming Ps) annihilate with the outer elec trons of the molecules into two photons 
with a typical lifetime of 0.4 ns. Because the binding energy of Ps is only 6.8 eV, a thermalized 
positron cannot pick-off an electron bound in the molecules to form Ps in norma l solids. 
As both the free positron and the Ps pick-off annihila tions occur with the outer electrons in 
the molecules, the a ngular correlation contributions are broader (fwhm = 8 - 11 mrad) 
than that of the para -Ps contribution (fwhm ~ 2- 4 mrad for localized, and very na rrow for 
delocalized, para -Ps). 

Theory 

W e shall now discuss the theoretical expressions for the angula r correla tion curves and 
lifetimes in some d etail. The expressions are used in the next subsection where we compare 
the information that can be obtained for the Ps sta tes with tha t obta ina ble for the similar 
electron and positron sta tes. The formulae are calcula ted within qua ntum electrod yna mics 
in the non-rela tivistic approximation (see Mogensen (unpublished ) , M ogensen and Eldrup 
( I977[b] ) for a more detailed discussion) . 

T o a fairly good approxima tion w e may assume tha t the sta te of a system consisting of a 
Ps a tom and n- I e lectrons is described by the non-relativistic wave function 

(1) 

where Cl is a norma lization constant ( Cl = /l~, if the Ps-electron does not overlap the other 
electrons), and A is the antisymmetry opera tor. <pp (x" xp) is the Ps wave function and 
<PI (X2' . .. , x n) is the antisymmetric wave function for the n - I electrons (Xj = r jG], 
Xp = rpG p). Further we assume that <pp (x " x p) = <p2(r " r p)<ps(GI, Gp), where <ps(GI, Gp) 
is either the para -Ps or one of the three ortho-Ps spin wave functions. Similarly, we assume 
tha t <p , (x2, ... , x n) = <P3(r Z' ... , r n) <P4(G2, ... , Gn), and that the state of the /l - i spins can be 
d escribed by a uniform ensemble (i. e . we assume equal probability a nd random phase) . 

The calcula tion resul ts in the following spin-averaged proba bility per uni t time for 
a nnihila tion into two photons, of which one is emitted into the space a ngle dQ, and for which 
th e sum of the wave vectors k = k, + k z is within dk 

T z Ic Iz [{ ! J IZ} d w = -( 0) dk dQ - '- 2 dr, exp( - ik ' rI ) <pz (r " r, ) + 
217 3 n para 

+/l~I J dr, ... f drn_,! J drn exp (- ik ' r n) <pz(r " r n) <P3(r z, .. . , r n) n , (2) 

w h ere the subscript para indicates th at the term is only different from zero if <PS(G1 , Gp) is 
equal to the para-Ps spin function. W e use units in which Ii = C = I and then ro = a. /me 
where a. is the fine structure consta nt and me the electron mass . The standard linear-sli t 
a ngular-correla tion set-up determines to a good approxima tion the distribution obta ined by 
integra ting over kz, ky, and Q in Equation (2). 

The total 2y a nnihila tion probability (i. e. the reciprocal life time) is obtained b y an 
integration over k a nd Q. We get 

W = 217Toz ht [{2 f drI I<pz(r" rl ) lz} + 
n para 

+ n 2 I J dr, .. . f drnl <pz(r ll r n)lzl <p3(r Z, .' " r n)lz] (3) 
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In Equations (2) and (3) we have neglected two " exchange" terms which ar e zero if the 
Ps electron does not overlap the electrons described by .p3(r " ... , r n), i. e. we neglect the 
influence of the a ntisymmetry op erator in Equa tion ( I). In norma l cases these two terms are 
probably sma ll compared to the two terms shown . A completely satisfactory d erivation of 
Equations (2) and (3) has proba bly not yet been given. However, they seem to be the only 
available genera l expressions. They reduce to well-known expressions in simple cases like the 
independent a nd free-particle a pproximations, and the para-Ps intrinsic annihila tion. H ence 
they are proba bly correct. 

T he first term in Equa tions (2) a nd (3) is the para-Ps intrinsic a nnihila tion probability, 
w hile the second term gives the pick-off annihilation probability. If we assume the following 
Ps space-coordina te wave fun ctio n 

i .e. a product of a function .pc(r ) of the centre-of-mass coordina te r = (rI + rp)/2 and a 
functionf (R ) of the relative coordina te R = r I - rp (e.g. the s-sta te wave function), we find 
from the first term in Equation (2) 

dw ex If dr exp (- ik·r) .pc(r )1 2 dk dQ. (5) 

H ence the angula r correla tion curve for the intrinsic para-Ps a nnihila tion is de termined by 
the numerical value of the Fourier transform of the Ps centre-of-mass wave function. 

In the free positron case, the spin-averaged total 2y annihila tio n probability is 

w = 7Tr02;t, f dr" . . . f drnl .p(r " . . . , r n, r i) 12, (6) 

w here .p (r " . . . , r n, r p) is the non-relativistic wa ve function for the space varia bles of the n 
electrons and one positron. H ence, w (= T- ', where T is the life time) is proportio nal to the 
d ensity of electrons a t the positron, as in the pick-o ff term in Equa tion (3). 

]f we assume that .pc(r ) in Equa tion (5) is a Bloch function, i .e . tha t 

.pc (r ) = exp(ip·r) L ag exp (ig·r), 
g 

w here p is the crystal wave vector a nd g a vec tor in the reciprocal la ttice, we obtain the 
intrinsic para-Ps contribu tion 

d w ex I lag I28(p - k + g ) dk dQ . (8) 
g 

As discussed by Mogensen and others (197 I), this explains the presence of the side peaks a t 
a ngles e = hgzlmec in the angula r correla tion curves of ice (see Figs 3 a nd 4), where gz is the 
proj ection of g in the ,e-direc tion of the set-up. 

If Ps is localized in a defect, the para-Ps intrinsic annihila tion component of the a ngular 
correla tion curve is given by the F ourier transform of the zero-point-energy wave function. 
For example, if we assume tha t .pc(r ) in Equa tion (5) is a harmonic-potential wave function 
of lowes t energy E o, we get a G a ussia n linear-slit a ngular correla tion curve of full width at 
h a lf maximum (fwhm) f o ,for which 

f of z = 10·7 mrad A, (9) 

where f z is the fwhm of the proba bility distribution of the z component of the centre-of-mass 
coordinate r . H ence, the fwhm of the narrow component is inversely proportional to the 
wid th of the probability distribution , i.e. it gives a rough measure of the size of the defect in 
which para-Ps is trapped. 
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Fig . 3 . T he measured points and the fitted curves of the angular correlation distributions in water and single crystals rif ice. The 

z-direction of the b-axis curve is perpendicular to the c-axis and tilted 30° from the a-axis . The z -direction of curve a is in 
the plane of the 0- and c-axes and tilted 20.6° from the c-axis. Curves b, c, and d are the ''free'' positron, ortho-Ps pick-oJ!, 
and para-Ps contributions to the water curve, respectively. The measured curves are normalized to equal area. T he un
certainties are smaller than or equal to the siz e of the points. 

Fig. 4. The temperature dependence of the angular correlation curves f or single crystals of H 2 0 - and D. O-ice oriented along the 
c-axis. The measured points and the fitting curves are shown after the subtraction of the broad component f rom the normalized 
curves. Only uncertainties greater than the size of the points are shown. 

Measurable properties 

An importan t m ethod of studying defects, such a s point defects a nd their agglomerates, in 
insula tors and semiconductors is to study electrons on the defects by use of e.g . op tical 
a b sorption or EPR measurements (Crawford and Slifkin, 1972- 75; Stoneha m , 1975 ; 
H enderson and Hughes, 1976). M ore detailed information on defects is available for a semi
conductor, silicon , than for any other system, mainly because EPR experiments on the 
d efects (free radicals, trapped electrons) have been systematically carried out yielding detailed 
d efect models. Similarly, very detailed informa tion on the structures of colour centres, etc. in 
ionic crystals has b een obtained by u se of EPR a nd optical measurem ents. R esults of optical 
a bsorption measurem ents on electrons trapped in various defects in pure ice have r ecently 
b een published (Bux ton and others, 1975, 1977 ; K a wabata, 1976) , while the influence of 
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defects on the conductivity of mobile electrons in ice has been studied by J. M. W arman a nd 
J. B. Verberne (private communication in 1977). Because of the very importa nt role played 
by electrons in the defect studies of insula tors (a fact which is perhaps not full y realized in ice 
research) , a short discussion of the type of information tha t can be ob tained in the cases of the 
electron (whether mobile, tra pped in defects, or the unpa ired electron on a free radical) , a nd 
Ps a tom (mobile or tra pped ) will be helpful for the understa nding of the discussion of the Ps 
trapping in the next sec tion . 

In principle, measurem ents migh t give various types of information on the sta tes of the 
three light particles, as illustrated by the following remarks: 

( I) T he wave function if; itself cannot b e determined in a single experiment. T his is a 
general property of quantum mecha nics. 

(2) T he probabili ty distribution If It of a light particle in real space can a pparently not be 
m easured in any detail for any of the light particles. 

(3) The numeri cal value of the Fourier transform of f (m easurable for pa ra -Ps) is similar 
to the real-space distribution I'plt with re pect to the informa tion conten t of the da ta . 

(4) For a bound particle (trapped on a defect or imp urity ; unpaired elec tron on a free 
radical), proper ties tha t essentially depend only on the ground-sta te wave function 
might be measura ble. 

(5) For a bound particle, other measura ble properties (e.g . optical a bsorption) depend 
on both the ground sta te and the excited state(s) . 

(6) Properties that can be expressed b y single numbers (e.g. trapping ra tes, mobilities, 
etc. , for mobile par ticles) might be m easurable for tra pped and mobile p articles. 

T he ma in reasons for the importance of EPR measurem ents on free radicals a nd electrons 
trapped in defects are tha t the measured electron proper ties a re essentia lly only dependent 
on the ground-state wave function (case (4)) , and tha t a n EPR measurement, being a 
resonance technique, gives results which a re very dependent on the detail s of the electron
defect structure. However, optical absorption results for electrons trapped on defects depend 
on both the ground and the excited state(s) a nd, hence, severa l theoretical models of electron
defect structure can norm a lly fit the m easured absorption spectra. R oug hly speaking, the 
only measura ble properties of mobile electrons (conduction-ba nd or excess electrons) seem 
to be single-number properties (which migh t depend on the orien tation of the crys tals), such 
as mobilities, H all coefficients, a nd tra pping rates. For Ps a toms (trapped or mobile), the 
numerical value of the Fourier transform of the wave function can be determined (case (3)) . 
Such detailed informa tion on the state is not available for the other two par ticles- the 
electron a nd the positron- in any system. H owever, the EPR spectra, etc ., of electrons on 
defects give more informa tion on the electron- defect system tha n in the trapped Ps case, 
mainly because the EPR sp ectra are better defined experimen tall y and probably easier to 
interpret tha n the narrow component of the a ngular correla tion curves (see below). On the 
other ha nd, much more information is availa ble on the m obile Ps atom (case (3) ) than is 
available fOl' the mobile elec tron (case (6)) . In this context it must be realized tha t Ps trapping 
a t two different times (the p a ra-Ps and the ortho-Ps lifetimes) can be measured (trapping ra te 
determina tion, case (6)) . For free positrons trapped in defects the Fourier tra nsform of the 
positron- elec tron wave-function overlap is determined in a n a ngular correla tion measure
ment. As this is a ground-sta te proper ty, more detailed informa tion is proba bly available on 
the localized positrons tha n on the localized electrons in the fa irly frequent cases where the 
EPR measurements on the electrons do not give very va lua ble informa tion. For example, 
optical a bsorption studies of solvated electrons do not seem to give as va luable information 
as angula r correla tion studies of solvated positrons. 

In the case of positrons trapped in vacancies and clusters of vacancies in metals, the 
available information on the positron- ma ny-electron sta te, corresponds to case (4) (angular 
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correlation) and case (6) (trapping rate, life time (Equation (6))), while only the scattering 
properties of the defects can be measured for the mobile electron in a metal (case (6)) . Hence, 
the positron trapping method for metals is fairly similar to F-centre spectroscopy in ionic 
crystal work. This fact explains the usefulness of the PAT method in metal defect research. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we shall discuss our results and their interpretation in terms of the trapping 
of Ps in vacancies. Obviously, we cannot discuss the interpretation in detail here. Hence, the 
discussion will be fairly qualitative, and we refer to the series of papers on positron annihila
tion in ice (see the Introduction) for a more complete discussion. In particular, the effects of 
temperature on the properties of Ps and the interpretation in terms of Ps trapping in vacancies 
in ice is discussed in great detail by Mogensen and Eldrup ( 1977[b] ). 

Results 

For the angular correlation measurements, a standard linear-slit set-up was used (West, 
1973). The detectors covered a solid angle of 0.48 X 178 mrad as seen from the sample. We 
used an external "NaCl positron source. The angular correlation curves were analysed by 
use of the least-squares fitting programme Paacfit (Kirkegaard and Mogensen, 1973). In the 
work on pure ice we measured angular correlation curves for monocrystals of light and heavy 
ice for various crystal orientations and as a function of temperature from - 182 °C to the 
melting point, a total of about 50 curves. Some of the measured curves are shown in Figures 3 
and 4, in Figure 4 with a broad component subtracted to show more clearly the narrow 
( ~I mrad) components. 

The narrow central and side peaks are caused by the intrinsic annihilation of para-Ps. As 
discussed above (Equation (8)), there are sharp side peaks if the para-Ps centre-of-mass wave 
function is a Bloch function. The side peaks in Figure 3 are found at the expected angles 
calculated by use of the lattice parameters of ice. The broad component of the curve is 
mainly caused by pick-off annihilation of ortho-Ps and free-positron annihilation. With 
increasing temperatures the intcnsities of the narrow peaks decrease followed by a simul
taneous increase in intensity of a "middle-broad" ( ~3.8 mrad) component as shown in 
Figure 4. This 3.8 mrad component is caused by intrinsic annihilation of para-Ps localized 
on the vacancies. Except for a small correlation due to the change in the pick-off annihilation 
probability of para-Ps on trapping, the intensity and shape of the broad component are 
independent of temperature. Hence, the main information gained by use of the angular 
correlation method is the change in the para-Ps centre-of-mass wave function with tempera
ture as shown in Figure 4. The temperature at which the intensity of the central peak attained 
a certain value was roughly 3.8 deg higher for DzO ice than for HzO ice. This correlates well 
with the fact that the melting point ofDzO ice is 3.8 deg higher than that ofHzO ice. Figure 5 
shows the intensity of the 3.8 mrad component versus temperature. 

The lifetime spectrometer used was a conventional fast- slow coincidence system (West, 
1973) with a time resolution characterized by a fwhm = 0.42 ns. The source used was about 
6 fLCi of nNaCl sealed between two 1 mg/cmz nickel foils. The fraction of positrons annihila
tins in the source and foils was estimated at 10%. The lifetime spectra were analysed by use 
of the least-squares fitting programme Positronfit (Kirkegaard and Eldrup, 1974). 

Results of a detailed lifetime study of pure ice at temperatures above - 180°C were 
previously published by Eldrup and others (1972). We have recently measured some new 
high-quality lifetime spectra for light ice between - 175°C and the melting point (Mogensen 
and Eldrup, 1977[b] ) . The lifetime curves consisted of two short-lived components caused by 
para-Ps intrinsic ( T] ~ 0.12 ns) and free positron ( T2 ~ 0.4 ns) annihilation and one or more 
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Fig. 5 . The intensity of the " middle-broad" componel!t ( fwhm = 3.94 , 3.7°, and 3.42 lIu·ad for H2 0 a-axis, H 2 0 c-axis, 
and D 2 0 c-axis, respectively ) versus temperature. The squares and circles arefor H 2 0 a- and c-axis crystals , respectively, 
and the triangles for D zO c-axis crystals. 

long-lived componen ts caused by ortho-Ps pick-off a nnihilation. Only the latter component (s) 
could be clea rly resolved. The intensities and life times of the long-lived components were 
therefore the main informa tion obtained by use of the lifetime method. At low tempera tures 
« c. - 100°C) one long lifetime of 7 3 ~ 0.7 ns was found . T he long life time increased with 
temperature Lo about I ns at the melting point, 13 being essentia lly consta nt at S I ± 3 %. A 
new component of constant lifetime 7 4 = I. 7 ns was fo und, which had an intensity that was 
close to 0.5 % a t - 100°C, increased to 1.5 % at - 40°C and then sharply increased to 5. I % at 
- 5°C . We interpre t the change in 7 3 with temperature as due to th e influence of m ono
vacancies on the probabili ty of ortho-Ps pick-off a nnihila tion. The 7 4, 1 4 component is 
tentatively interpreted as caused by the inOuence of divacancies on the ortho-Ps pick-off 
process. 

Why Ps trapping in vacancies? 

From the point of view of ice physics the most important result of our work is the informa
tion obtained on vacancies. Hence, we shall here discuss in some detail why, in particular, the 
vacancy is thought to be the cause of the measured cha nges in the lifetime spectra a nd the 
angula r correla tion curves. The reason we did not consider seriously the Ps trapping in 
vacancies in our earlier studies ( I969-72, reviewed by Mogensen a nd Eldrup (1973)) was 
simply that the relative vacancy concentration in ice was stated to be very low in the li terature 
( ~ 10- 10 vacancies per ice molecule at - I °C). Such a low concentra tion cannot influence Ps. 
As Ps is trapped in hole-type defects in a solid, an a lternative defec t to consider was the 
L-defect. However, the data accumulated by the year 1973 showed fairly clearly that Ps was 
probably not trapped in L-defects. The measured effec ts associated with Ps trapping seemed 
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not to vary with the L-defect concentration in a reasonable way, as far as the L-defect con
centration (with or without an a dded positive ion-state defec t) was thought to be known. 
H ence, we had to conclude that Ps was either trapped in some unknown defect or in a vacancy, 
the vacancy concentration being roughly 104 times higher than normally assumed . Today we 
strongly believe that the latter possibility is correct for the following reasons. 

First, our results (Eldrup, 1976; Eldrup and others, 1978) for irradiated ice showed that 
Ps is trapped in a defect that seems to be identical (within the uncertainty) to the defects 
which rap Ps in pure ice at hig h temperatures a nd in HF-doped ice at a ll temperatures. 
Radia tion chemists strongly believe they have found interstitia l OH radicals which a re created 
by the y-irradia tion, at concentrations of roughly 10- 6 per wa ter molecule (p.p.m .) at the 
irradiation dose we used . Hence, we expected to have roughly p .p.m. concentrations of 
vacancies in our irradiated samples. Very probably, Ps is trapped in these vacancies. 

S::condly, the Ps-trapping d efect in irradiated and in rapidly cooled HF-doped ice 
annealed in just the way expected of a vacancy annealing. The annealing resulted in very 
long ortha-Ps lifetimes that could be interpreted as caused by Ps trapping in divacancies and 
polyvacancies, which, of course, must be expected to form when vacancies begin to migrate. 
Similar effects of the annealing of vacancies in m etals have recently been found by the 
positron-trapping m ethod (Eldrup and others, 1976) . 

Thirdly, if self-diffusion in ice takes place by a vacancy mechanism, which seem s to be 
generally accepted, the value of the diffusion constant D leads to a lower limit to the vacancy 
concentration (Mogensen and Eldrup, 1977[a] ) . The average jump frequency of the mole
cules can be calculated from D. Only the four molecules neighbouring the vacancy can jump 
at a certain time with a frequency somewhat smaller than a typical phonon frequency. This 
puts a lower limit to the vacancy concentration which appears to be a few p . p .m. at the 
melting point . Of course, this estimate is independent of the Ps trapping results. A vacancy 
concentration at the p .p.m. level can be expected to trap Ps. 

Fourthly, several other facts speak strongly in favour of Ps trapping in vacancies. For 
example, the sum of the energies of formation a nd migration of vacancies derived from our 
results (see below) is roughly equa l to the activation energy of diffusion, as expected. In 
general, the model of Ps trapping in vacancies can explain our data. 

It is importa nt to realize th a t the estima ted value of the vacancy concentration in ice 
found in the lite ra ture is very probably much too low. The formation energy of water molecule 
vacancies Er has been estimated to be about 0.5 eV. This value h as been obtained on the 
assumption that it should be close to the sublimation energy (Hobbs, 1974 ; Fletcher, 1970). 
With the relative vacancy concentration c given b y 

c = exp (Srlk) exp (- ErlkT) , (10) 
where Sf is the vacancy formation entropy, k Boltzmanns constant, and T the temperature, 
and on the assumption that the entropy factor is approximately unity, c becomes about 10- 10 

close to the melting point for Er = 0.5 eV. However, this estima te of Er probably leads to 
too large a value for Er and hence to much too Iowa value for c. In the rare gas solids (metals), 
the formation energies of a vacancy amount to roughly 70 % (30%) of the sublimation 
energies. 

To summarize, we may conclude that many independent arguments point towards Ps 
trapping in vacancies in ice. 

Vacanry formation energy 

By use of the pure-ice results shown in Figures 3- 5 a value of the vacancy formation 
energy Er can be estimated. However, this es timate of Er proved to be rather difficult. A 
simple, "classical" model of the localization of Ps in vacancies is the so-called trapping model 
(W est, 1973). The main assumptions used in this model are (1) Ps annihilates either from a 
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delocalized or from a localized state, (2) Ps is formed in the delo:alized state, and (3) Ps is 
trapped with a certain trapping probability per unit time, which is proportional to the vacancy 
concentration. Hence, it is assumed that trapping competes in a simple way with pick-off 
annihi lation (7"3 = 0.7 ns) and intrinsic annihilation (7"1 = 0.12 ns) for ortho-Ps and para-Ps, 
respectively. Of course, this model predicts that more ortho-Ps than para-Ps atoms are 
tra pped at a certain defect concentration, simply because ortho-Ps lives roughly six times 
lo nger than para-Ps. However, our experimental results showed that ortho-Ps and para-Ps 
seem to be trapped to about the same degree at a certain vacancy concentration, i.e. at a 
certain temperature . H ence, the simple trapping model cannot explain the results. This is 
the main difficulty in the estimate of Er. Several other more complicated models were applied 
in the interpretation of the data. An extended trapping model, which included the presence 
of divacancies and a probability of detrapping, fitted the data fairly well , but the fitting 
parameters were somewhat unrealistic. In an a lternative, more " quantum-mechanical" model 
it was assumed that the Ps centre-of-mass wave function is a linear combination of a Bloch 
function and a function localized on the vacancies . This wave function was assumed to be 
established in a time which is short compared with the para-Ps life time of o. I 2 ns. This 
" linea r-combination" model did not explain the data in detail either. Of course, more 
elaborate models with m any fitting parameters can fit the measured data by a suitable choice 
of the parameters. A ltogether the analysis of the present experimental data on Ps trapping 
in temperature-created vacancies showed that no simple model could convincingly account 
for the observations. Thus no detailed quantitative correlation can be obtained between the 
amount of Ps trapping and the vacancy concentrations. On the other hand, the "trapping 
model with escape" suggested that Er ~ 0.2 eV, and using the linear-combination model on 
the lifetime and angular correlation results separately gives values for Er of o. I 3- 0. 18 eV. 
In this context it must be realized that the dependence of the vacancy concentration on 
temperature might be more complicated than that d escribed by Equation (10), because of 
the very probable existence of bound states between the vacancy and some of the hydrogen
bond defects (see below) . 

A rough way to estimate Er from the present measurements is to note that trapping of Ps 
sets in above about - 100°C (Figs 4 and 5). Previous results in HF-doped ice (Eldrup and 
others, 1972; Mogensen and Eldrup, 1973) showed that Ps trapping sets in at a re lative 
defect concentration of IO- L IO- 6 (similar to positron trapping in vacancies in metals that 
sets in at a concentration of roughly 10- 7) . Using Zener's approximation (e.g. Ramseier, 
1967) for Sr in Equation (10) , we get 0.26 eV < Er < 0.35 eV. (For exp (Sr /k) ~ I, 
0.20 eV < Er < 0.28 eV .) 

From the above discussion we can conclude that, irrespective of the model used in the 
analysis of the present d a ta on Ps trapping in temperature-created vacancies, Er was roughly 
0.2 to 0.35 eV, which is much lower than the normally used value of 0.5 eV. This is in 
agreement with our results from the Ps trapping studies of the annealing behaviour of 
irradiated and HF -doped ice (Eldrup, 1976 ; Eldrup and others, 1978) . A main conclusion 
was that the vacancy migration energy Em = 0.34 ± 0.07 eV, and hence, Er = 0.28±0.07 eV, 
because Er + Em = Q, the activation energy for diffusion that seems well determined at 
0.62 eV (Ramseier, 1967). 

Vacallry bound slales with other difects 

From the above discussion we can conclude that several independen t experimental facts 
lead to a vacancy concentration at the melting point of roughly 1- 10 p.p.m. , i.e. more than 
104 times higher than the previously assumed value of 10- 10 (Hobbs, 1974 ; Fletcher, 19 70). 
In the " hydrogen-bond-defects" theory of the electric properties of ice (Hobbs, 1974; 
Fletcher, 1970 ; Whalley and others, 1973), the main rol e is played by the defects on the 
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h ydrogen bonds, the ion-state defects H30 + and OH- and the Bj errum, orientational L- and 
D-defects. The presence of vacancies has largely been neglected in the theory. The fact tha t 
the vacancy concentration is comparable to that of the hydrogen-bond defects in a large 
temperature interval will probably enforce a pronounced change in this theory. The bound 
states of vacancies a nd some of the other four defects may be stable (see e.g. Seidensticker and 
Longini, 1969) . For instance, the question of the existence and possible configuration of 
D-defects in ice has been a matter of extensive discussion, since the simple picture of two 
protons on a linear hydrogen bond is unrealistic b ecause of its high energy. If the surroundings 
of the D-defect are allowed to relax, this energy is considerably reduced. However , it seems 
th at the space available in a vacancy might make a D-defect- vacancy aggregate energetically 
favourable. Thus, a high vacancy concentra tion m ay entail tha t almost all D-defects are 
b ::)Und to vacancies. Also some impurity- vacancy bound states might be stable. In particular, 
the vacancy bound states with HF a nd NH3 a nd /or dissociation products might b e of impor
ta nce in relation to the dielectric properties of HF - or NH3-doped ice. H ence, the eq uilibrium 
concentrations and transport properties of the four hydrogen-bond defects in pure a nd doped 
ice probably cannot be calculated without taking into account the presence of vacancies . 
C learly, the necessary inclusion of the vacancies in the " hydrogen-bond-defects" theory of the 
dielectric properties of ice makes the theory more complicated . Several new parameters, such 
as the vacancy concentration a nd the vacancy hydrogen-bond defect binding energies, must 
probably be introduced into the n ew theory, which may then conta in so many pa rameters 
that practically any experimenta l result could be fitted by variation of the parameters. On 
the other hand, some of the new parameters such as Er and the vacancy concentration are now 
available through experimenta l studies of Ps trapping. Maybe electron trapping in vacancies 
will give information on vacancy p arameters in the future. 

Of course the high vacancy concentration might also influence other ice properties. For 
example, the presence of substitutional H Cl in ice (as indicated b y the measurem ents of 
Huber and others (1973)) is difficult to understand because the chloride ion is sig nificantly 
larger than the oxygen ion. H owever, this might be explained if we assume that one or more 
vacancies are bound to H CI thereby relaxing the strain due to the presence of HCl. Similarly, 
we might exp ect that other la rge impurities in substitutional positions can be stable due to 
bound state formation with vacan cies . The smaller impurities like H (created by irradiation) 
a nd H e might a lso be expected to get trapped in vacancies, althoug h they apparently a re also 
found in interstitial positions in ice. 

Additional remarks 

As mentioned in the Introduction, only the vacancy aspects of our pure-ice work are 
discussed in detail in this paper. H owever, som e short remarks on other aspects of the work 
may be appropria te here. 

Angular correla tion work at Queen's U niversity, Kingston, Canada (a pap er on this is 
in preparation by M. Eldrup, R. ] . Douglas, and L. Lupton) has shown that Ps is essentially 
thermalized at the time of annihilation even at liquid-helium temp erature, a result which is 
very important for the understanding of Ps physics in general. 

The para-Ps component of the angular correlation curve is given by the numerical value of 
the Fourier transform of the Ps centre-of-mass wave function. Such detailed information on 
wave functions is not available for the other two light particles, the electron and the positron. 
Our results give direct information on the wave function itself. For example, a n independent
particle mudel of the influence of the thermal motion of the molecules on the Ps Bloch function 
predicts that the ratio ofa side-p eak intensity to the central-peak intensity (see Fig. 4 ) decreases 
proportionally to the square of the corresponding Debye- Waller factor. H owever, a much 
stronger decrease of the side-peak intensities was measured. 
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Generally speaking, the theory of the trapping of a particle in a solid or liquid, i. e. the 
change from a m a inly delocalized to a mainly localized wave function by simultaneous loss of 
energy to phonons, etc., is not well developed. Our Ps trapping results for ice may b e valuable 
in a test of such theories, because of the unusually large amount of information that can be 
experimentally obtained as a result of the particular characteristics of the annihilation process, 
as discussed above. Maybe the difficulties encountered in the detailed interpretation of the 
influence of vacancies on the Ps state in ice will also be encountered in electron and positron 
trapping studies, when details of the trapping process, similar to those we measured for Ps, 
can be obtained for such cases in the future. 

CONCLUSION 

The behaviour of Ps in single crystals of pure light and heavy ice has been studied as a 
function of temperature. Several independent experimental results strongly indicate that Ps 
is trapped in vacancies at higher temperatures. The vacancy concentration is at the p.p.m. 
level at the melting point, i.e. roughly 104 times higher than previously assumed. This high 
vacancy concentration can also be estimated using self-diffusion results for ice. Be:ause we 
could not determine the exact nature of the influence of the vacancies on Ps behaviour, it was 
difficult to derive a very well-defined vacancy formation energy Er from the temperature 
variations. Er was derived to be roughly 0.2- 0.35 eV in agreement with the result Er = 
0.28±0.07 eV obtained from Ps trapping studies of the annealing of irradiated ice (Eldrup, 
1976; paper in preparation by M. Eldrup, R . ]. Douglas, and L. Lupton). The higher 
vacancy concentration will probably imply a profound change in the normally accepted 
theories of the d efects on the hydrogen bonds in ice, which presumably explain, e.g. the 
dielectric properties of ice. Because of the Ps trapping results there is probably more know
ledge of the vacancies and vacancy clusters in ice than in any other molecular solid. 
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DIS CU SSION 

J. W . GLEN: T his r epresents a n impo r tant revision of our understanding of the en ergetics of 
vacancies-can we be sure that w hat you a re seeing are vacancies a nd not some o th er point 
d efect ? 

M . ELDR UP : In our p apers we list a number of reasons which we find g ive strong evidence that 
w e r eall y see vacancies. In particula r there is indep endent evidence from radiation chemistry 
a nd self-diffusion r esults that vacan cies in p .p.m. con centrations a r e present in irra diated and 
in pure crysta ls a t low a nd high tempera tures respectively. In our own a nnealing experiments 
on HF -doped and on irradiated c rystals we find very long-lived components. They can only 
b e expla ined as ortho-positronium tra pped in rather large cavities (probably equivalent to 
1 0 - 50 missing water m olecules) . There seems no o ther way these cavities can form tha n by 
clustering of vacancies. Hence, ther e is little doubt tha t vacan cies a re presen t . Another 
question is whether the 1. 2 ns lifetime component can be associa ted with certainty with or tho
posi tronium trapped a t monovacan cies . H owever , w e fi nd it very unlikely tha t p ositronium 
should instead get trapped at som e unknown hole-type defect of a b ou t the sam e size as a 
vacancy (as judged from our da ta), a nd not in the vacancies which w e know are present. The 
only other possible d efec ts might b e dislocations, but the dislocatio n d ensity is proba bly too 
sma ll for them to b e detected, and it is not certain tha t disloca tions in high concentra tion will 
tra p positronium. 

L. C O UT URE: What is the size of the positronium ? 
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ELDRUP: Thc same as tha t of the hydrogen atom, i. e. a diame ter of about I A in vacuum in 
the movement of the electron and positron around the centre of mass. On the other hand the 
centre of mass m ay be delocalized as it is in d efect-free ice. 

G. NOLL: What is known about self-trapping ofpositronium in ice. D o you have som e evidence 
for it in your results? 

ELDRUP: At low tempera tures (T < - 100°C ) angular correlation curves show tha t posi
tronium is delocalized and hence not trapped . At higher temperatures we find tra pping of 
positronium. As mentioned , w e have good reasons to believe that the trapping takes place at 
vacancies . However, we cannot rule out tha t some self-trapping takes place, a lthough the 
la rge increase in the ortho-pos itronium lifetime 7 3 (c. 0. 7 to 1.0 ns) is larger than you would 
expect for self-trapping. 

K . ITAGAKI: Can positronium a nnihilation d e tec t di locations? If so, may not the anoma
lously high vacancy concentration apparently observed by positronium a nnihila tion be 
caused by dislocations? 

ELDRUP: W e do not know if dislocations can trap positronium in ice. Even if they can, the 
dislocation d ensity in our ice cr ystals is probably below the limit of detection. In our paper 
we discuss the possibility th a t dislocation creation and movem ent might be th e source of 
vacancies at low temperatures in HF-doped ice, but conclude that this mecha nism is unlikely. 
W e do not think that the vacancy concentration in ice is "anomalously" high, since in metals 
(a nd apparently a lso in other m olecula r crysta ls) the relative vacancy concen tra tion is of the 
order of 10- 5 to 10- 4 or higher close to the melting point. 

W . B. KAMB: If the positronium can be trapped at molecula r vaca ncies in the ice structure, 
should it not a lso be trapped b y the large cavities that are alread y present in the complete ice 
structure without a ny vacancies? If not, wh y no t ? 

ELDRUP: In non-defected ice, positronium w ill feel a potentia l which has translat iona l 
symmetry (a part from perturba tions by the pro ton disorder ) a nd will be delocalized in this 
potential as evidenced by the nalTow centra l and side peaks from para-positronium in angul a r
correla tion curves . T his is simila r to the delocalization of conduction electrons in meta ls. A 
positronium atom locali zed (i .e. trapped) in a cavity in the perfect ice lattice w ould have a 
higher zero-point energy tha n in a deloca lized sta te (of the orde r of I eV). Thus localization 
is not energe tically favoura ble. H owever, a vacancy or a cluster of vacancies seem to provide 
suffi ciently d eep potential wells that the decrease in positronium p otential energy more than 
compensates the increase in positronium zero-point energy when positron ium is trapped in 
one of these d efects. 

J. F. NAGLE: T o follow up Professor Kamb's question a li ttle further, is it possib le that the 
randomness of th e protons in ice introduces a random potentia l for the positronium which thcn 
ge ts bound into locali zed states in ana logy to the convention a l wisdom for electrons 111 

am orphous semiconductors? And could this be a n alterna tive exp lanation to trapping in 
vacancies? 

ELDR UP: At low temperatures « c. - 100°C ) the angular correla tion curves show that 
positronium is delocalized (Figs 3 a nd 4). T hus, a t low temperatures the randomness of proton 
does not lead to localized positronium states. At higher tempera tures in pure ice, a nd also a t 
low temperatures in HF-doped ice, a ngular correlation curves r eveal a componen t of width 
fwhm = 3- 4 mrad equi valent to localization of positronium with in 3- 4 A. 1t seem s unlikely 
tha t such localiza tion could result from an "enha ncement" of the ra ndom potenti a l from the 
protons broug ht a bout by therma l vibra tions o r HF doping . M aybe the ra ndom proton 
p otentia l can expla in the differ ence in the relative intensity cha nges of the centra l a nd side 
peaks with increasing temperature in pure ice (Mogenscn and E ldrup, 1977[b] ) . 
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